Easy steps you can take to protect your accounts and Penn’s information assets

- Your “PennKey” is a combination of your PennKey user name and password
- Report compromised PennKeys immediately to Information Security at: 
  security@isc.upenn.edu or by phone to 215-898-2172
- Consider occasionally changing your PennKey password
- Use a password manager app on your smartphone to store all of your passwords in one place for easy reference

Compromised passwords create one of the largest information security risks within any organization. In the first half of 2017, reported data breaches in higher education more than doubled\(^1\). The most common way passwords are compromised is through targeted “phishing” attacks where an end user clicks on a malicious web link, typically received in email. A user is then taken to what appears to be a legitimate website and unwittingly enters an account name and password.

**Remember:** Neither ITS nor ISC will ever ask for your PennKey information. Only you will ever know your PennKey information. PennKey information is stored in an encrypted form. It is not accessible or readable by anyone else, even IT system administrators.

Following the advice contained in this tip sheet will help to prevent misuse of your system accounts and compromise of Penn’s information assets.
5 Tips for Managing Your Passwords

1. Never, under any circumstances, share your PennKey information with anyone. IT staff on campus will never ask for your PennKey information.

2. Choose unique, complex passwords only. Your password must meet the following criteria:
   - minimum of eight (8) characters.
   - must contain a combination of three (3) different types of characters from the following four options:
     o capital letters (A,B,C...)
     o small letters (a,b,c...)
     o numbers (0,1,2,3...)
     o symbols (!,#,$...)

   You can always check the complexity of your PennKey password by clicking on “Test My PennKey” at the PennKey home page: http://www.upenn.edu/computing/pennkey/index.html.

3. Download the free LastPass password manager app for your smartphone. To learn more about using LastPass, visit the Penn-LastPass page at: https://www.isc.upenn.edu/how-to/lastpass

4. You can change your PennKey password at any time at: https://weblogin.pennkey.upenn.edu/changepassword

5. Never use the same password for multiple systems. Avoid using similar or sequentially numbered passwords, i.e: P@ss2020! and P@ss2021!
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